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on the World in

Olympic Events
is the one you've been

for. Challenge
Athletes or go
to head against up to
three of your friends in ten
different Olympic events.
Compete on courses identical to those being used
for the 1994 Olympic Winter
Games in Lillehammer, Norway.
Think you have what it takes to
bring home the Gold?
. ",,,LU15

The precision of
Slalom and the
speed of downhill combine to
challenge-even
the best skier.

SKI JUMPING
Get ready to really
catch some air on this one.

..

SPEED SKATING
Power down the
straight-away
and muscle your
•
way around the
""---_ _ _ _ _ _ _....... turns.

Winter Olympic Games Is an Official licensed Product of the 1994 Olympjc Winter Games C LOOe 1991 . Sega, Genesis and Game Gear are trademarks of
Sega Enterprises, ltd. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Game Boy and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nlntendo of America
Inc. C 1992 U.S.Gold, Inc.
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LUGE
Yeah, you heard it right, steer with
your feet and break with your hands,
all at 60 miles per hour.

FREESTYLEMOGULS
Let it all hang
out, bang the
moguls, do some
aerials and don't
break your neck.

DOWNHILL
Speed is king on this course,
one mistake and it's all over.

MEGA PLAV
TM
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It's the night before Christmas, and the entire staff has gone home. I'm
sitting here as I do every year with this, the last page left to do in the magazine. You know, it's the quiet peaceful time . No phones ringing off the hook,
no major problems to solve ... just looking out the window watching the snow
fall. It's the time when I sit back and think about 1993 and how things will be
different in 1994.
This year was quite hectic for Sega. The Senate hearings really caused
quite a stir and hopefully a new and better rating system (without government
intervention) will come out in 1994. Ratings aside, 1994 looks like it will be a
very unusual year.
The big question is whether Sega will bring out their 32/64-Bit Saturn system here in the States. Japan will get it, but if Sega waits until 1995 to bring it
out here, they will lose the 'first system out' advantage over Nintendo's new
machine . That's not typical of Sega.
Next, the current rumors indicate that Saturn will be incompatible with the
Sega CD . Unusual for Sega but typical for Nintendo. OK, so Sega thinks if
Nintendo can do it, they can do it also. Well and good. If Sega would only let
the Sega CD die now, like Japan did (there wouldn 't be a lot of mourners at
its funeral) they could move onward into the REAL next generation. But no,
all indications are that they plan to keep the Sega CD dinosaur alive. They
say that the Sega CD and Saturn can coexist. Yeah , right. Nintendo said that
also about the NES and Supe~ NES.
What is really scary is the fact that Sega has invested tons of money into
developing new Sega CD hardware. It's called the Genesis CDX and it is a
5" x 6" x 1" 'portable' Genesis and Sega CD combined . Wow! Oops, someone forgot to tell Sega that a portable system normally has a screen attached
to it. It seems that this $400 'portable' will only play music CDs on the go.
Double oops.
That's not all. JVC must have had a lot of Wondermegas left over from
Japan as they are finally going to bring it out over here . It's a tough sell for
$500 so JVC is throwing in a free encyclopedia to get you interested . Sorry,
a day late and a dollar short. Triple oops.
And the good news .. .The Sega Channel sounds decent. Over 50 games to
choose from , along with previews of unreleased , upcoming new carts. All for
the price of a premium channel. Exciting!
The games are looking the best they've ever been . Sonic 3 is spectacular,
Streets of Rage 3 is new, Phantasy Star 4 is back to the way the old series
used to be , only better, and Virtua Racing looks fantastic , even in the twoplayer, split-screen mode.
Yes, it will indeed be a very unusual year. If I had one wish that Sega would
grant it would be to see the Saturn in the stores this November.
Happy New Year!

Ed Semrad
Editor
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Mtga Play Has Tht
Lattst Stga "twsl

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Bare Knuckle 3 Is on its way to
the Mega Drive. Will it come to the
States as Streets of Rage 3? Read
this Issue to find outl

4 - EDITORIAL - Look into our
crystal ball and see what Sega has
in store for us in 1994! Hint: a new
game system along with new
games!
10 - MEGA MAIL - If you should
ask, Mega Play will answer. Dive
into the realm of questions that
only the experts here know how
to answer!

12
HI-TECH SEGA
Sega lets gamers play the entire
library of Genesis games and
CD-ROM titles, all in one system!
What's more, it's light as can be!

J4 • MEGA TRICKS: SONIC THE HEDGEHOG CD, STREET FIGHTER /I SCE,
ECCO CD, ALADDIN, MAZIN SAGA, ROLLING THUNDER 3, ROBO ALESTE,
SILPHEED, GENERAL CHAOS, RBI BASEBALL, MUTANT LEAGUE FOOTBALL

JS · COMING ATTRACTIONS: BARE KNUCKLES 3, EYE OF THE BEHOLDER,
REVENGE OF THE NINJA, BRUTAL, LUNAR /I-ETERNAL BLUE, CAGEY
CAPERS, VIRTUA RACING, GOOFY'S HYSTERICAL HISTORY TOUR,
DUNE CD, ZOOL

24 • MEGA PREVIEWS: SONIC 3, BLOODLINES, NBA JAM, JURASSIC PARK CD,
ROBOCOP VS. THE TERMINATOR, JAMMIT, SKITCHIN'

44 • MEGA FILES: DUNE, MEGA TURRICAN
4S • REVIEW CREW: SON OF CHUCK, GROUND ZERO TEXAS, ETERNAL
CHAMPIONS, NBA JAM, GOOFY'S HYSTERICAL HISTORY TOUR
30
MEGA PLA Y PREVIEW SPECIAL II
The vampire craze that has been
sweeping the nation has found a
home here with Bloodlines. Check
out four pages on this cart inside.

6

24

44

MEGA PLA Y PREVIEW SPECIAL
He's back and Mega Play has the
scoop! Jump into six actionpacked pages of Genesis'
latest craze-Sonic 3!

MEGA FILES
Don ' t miss our Mega Flies on
Mega Turrican and Dunel They'll
keep you occupied during those
cold winter nights!
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parents' fault for failing
to teach these kids the
difference between real
and make believe.

Kyle Heon
Acton, ME

1920 Highland Ave.
Suite 222
LOlnbard, IL 60148

too MUCH VIOLENCE: 2 VIEWS
I have heard for months now about
video game violence and how it
affects the gaming industry. I also
Heard that Congress is bringing out
ratings for the whole video game
Industry. My views on this is that they
heed it, because the games are getting more realistic (virtual reality is an
example) and parents need to know
more, much more about the games
they buy for their children. But I also
believe in the First Amendment, and
companies have the right to make the
games they want to make. Those are
my views, and I have a question : what
are the Review Crew's views on video
game violen~?

Duane Phillips
Sharon, PA

Is Night Trap for the Sega CD too
much for some gamers?
. Lastly, all this bureaucratic garbage

ff1e government is doing with sexual

and violent (bloody) games is starting
to get out of hand . I think that all the
publicity these games are getting
(Night Trap and Mortal Kombat) will
bhly drive more people to buy them to
~tisfy their curiosity. If that is what
t~e government wants to do-then
fi~e , but let the mature adolescent
d€cide what games they wish to play.
I read somewhere that if a parent is
Worried that their kids will attempt to
ttO these "fatality moves" then it is the

10
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(Ed. This is promising to
be a vety hot topic in
the months ahead, as
anyone who has been
keeping tabs on the
industty knows.
Recently there was a hearing before a
Senate committee chaired by Sen.
Herbert Kohl (O-Wis.) that discussed
the topic. The topic of some type of
government regulation was brought
up, but nothing was agreed upon. As
you know, Sega does put ratings on
their games, but some of the earlier
releases for the Genesis and Sega
CO platforms (like Night Trap for the
latter) were released without a rating.
Now that title gets the highest restriction of MA-17. In terms of parents
needing to know more about the
games their children are playing,
exactly how does a kid get the money
(say $60) to buy some of these
games, unless it is a gift from their
parents? We all believe in the First
Amendment, but how much is too
much? That is a question that has
been asked for a long time, and will
probably never be answered to evetyone 's liking. However, some of the
points made by members of the committee during the hearing were vety
misleading (especially in reference to
the Sega CD version of Night Trapthe objective is not to make sure the
women get killed and none of them
are hung from meat hooks, and the
footage from Mortal Kombat for the
Genesis version looked an awful like
the arcade version.
As for our own Review Crew's
impressions of censorship by the government, the unanimous sentiment is
they should stay out. Granted, something should be done, but government
should stick to more important topics
and not go around playing 'Big
Brother'. Besides, one of the senators
on the panel said the Super Scope 6
peripheral for the Super Nintendo system looked like an assault weapon .
These people want to regulate video
games. Go figure!)

The arcade hit Mortal Kombat IIwill it come to home systems?

MK AND MK2 ...
My letter is about Mortal Kombat II ,
and I have three questions I'd like to
ask:
1) First, will Mortal Kombat II come
out for home systems?
2) If so, will the game still have the
blood and guts from the arcade and
the special move refinements, such
as the much better looking Shadow
Kick?
3) Third, of course, the most obviouS
question .. . WHEN WILL IT COME
OUT!?!

Chris Williams
Morrisonville, NY

All I want is information! What about
Mortal Kombat for the Sega CD? )
What has become of it?

Jared Harley
Jackson Hts., NY
(Ed. Mortal Kombat " which has just
been released in the arcades, is looking to be a pretty big hit already! Has
Street Fighter" met its match? In
terms of a possible home release,
nothing has been announced yet, but
the odds are that it will probably be
released sometime soon. In terms of
a probable home version remaining
close to the arcade version, we wou/~
all like for it to be identical, but thAt i~
up to the company that does the
game. Considering people are now
discovering all the moves and hiddeh
characters, it may take some time.
As for the Sega CD version, there
supposedly going to be one, but
when-nobody knows! Yet with aI/ t e
talk of violence in video games, who
knows what will happen with it. You
can rest assured when we find out w~
will be the first to let you know.)

SEGA DEBUTS THE eDX SVSTEWI AT eESI
Sega will be releasing their first
integrated system under the title:
Sega Genesis COX Multimedia
CD-ROM Entertainment System .
The COX is a compact system that
can play all Sega CD and Genesis
titles. Weighing in at a miniscule
pound and a half, this unit doubles
as a portable audio CD player. So

now you can listen to your CDs to go,
and take your favorite system whereever you want.
This technology won't be cheap ,
however. The COX can be had for
around $400, and it will be available
in March of 1994. This sized-down
system might be the next level in
multimedia entertainment.

tlile TO BRING OUT THE X'EVEI
JVC is readying the launch of their
X'EYE system . Available in April of
1994, the X'EYE is a Genesis, a
Karaoke machine and Sega CD
player all in one.
The X'EYE's CPU incorporates two
68000 processors and one Z80A
processor. Its internal RAM includes
6M-Bit for CD-ROM buffer, 128K-Bit

CD-ROM data cache. You might
recognize this system as the
Wondermega if you are familiar
with the Japanese goods. It will
be packaged in with three titles
including Compton's Interactive
Encyclopedia, a CD+G Karaoke
disk and a Sega CD game. It'll be
priced at $499.99.

THE SEGA eHANNEL: A REALITV. ..
It's a dream come true . The
new Sega Channel is here. It is a
brand new cable channel that lets
you choose from 50 of the latest
and hottest titles of all types.
With a special cable adapter
that attaches to your Genesis ,
you can download your games
from your cable system . And the

12
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cost is comparable to regular premium channel prices. Cool!
Right now approximately 325,000
cable subscribers are participating in
the test marketing in limited areas. It
will hit nationwide in the summer of
1994, and internationally in
December 1994.
Go to the next level with Segal

The intense fighting action of
Bare Knuckle is among the best
there is. Better known as Streets
of Rage in America, this game
series is now on its third game ,
with even more characters and
moves to choose from. Sega
announced this cart at the last
Summer CES , and now it's seen
the light of day in Japan. And boy,
is it a doozy!
This new game has all the fist-in the-face action from before , plus a
lot of new moves. There are four
characters to choose from Axel
and Blaze return , along with the
young boy Sammy who has grown
up a bit. New to this group is Zan ,
a cybernetic old man, who is out to
fight the corporation who made
him what he is. Some of the new
features involve a non-linear plot
line , special moves that require
two characters to work together,
and motorcycles. Looks great!

THE FOlJR
FIGHTERS

Each fighter has a wide array of
special movesat his disposal to use.

The backgrounds in Bare Knuckle 3
are done
well.

Eye of the Beholder

Revenge of the Ninia

Sega CD / FCI

Sega CD / Renovation

If you are interested in delving into the dark
depths of a gloomy dungeon, FCI has a brand new
Sega CD game on the way for you. Eye of the
Beholder is an authentic Dungeons & Dragons
adventure set in the Forgotten Realms town of
Waterdeep or rather ... underneath it. An evil is festering below and you , along with a party of adventurers, must stop it. A great way to explore.

If you liked Road Avenger and Time Gal , Renovation has whipped up Revenge of the Ninja for the
Sega CD. The plot is simple: a girl has been captured by an evil ninja, and you must come to her
rescue . The game plays like the other cartoon
games. You'll have to make lightning-quick choices
to keep the ninja out of trouble. This game is really
cool , and it has that Japanimation flair to it.

Brutal
Sega CD / GameTek
GameTek is readying a brand
new fighting game that combines
clean animation with characters of
discipline to make a wholly cool
CD. Brutal has a number of fighters competing in a tournament
against the famed Dali Llama. The
contestants range from Kung Fu
Bunny to Rhei Rat (a nasty kickboxer). All of the fighters appear
with detailed backgrounds and
cinemas around them.
As you can tell by the pictures to
the right, this game looks stunning. Each character has a lot of
frames of animation to make him
or her smooth in action. Everyone
has special moves to dazzle their
opponents. And being a CD game,
the music is great. Brutal is a fighting game for the Sega CD that
shouldn't be missed.

-

lunar II-Eternal Blue

Virtua Racing

Mega CD / Sega of Japan

Genesis / Sega

More terrific role-playing is in store for you with
Lunar II-Eternal Blue. The sequel to the RPG
recently released for the Sega CD is already on its
way to the Japanese counterpart-the Mega CD.
Lunar II-Eternal Blue is a huge quest with wonderful music and a twisting plot line. If Lunar sells well
in the Japan, this CD might makes its way to our
part of the world. We can only hope.

Here's some brand-spanking new pics of Sega's
hottest racing game of all time! These pics show us
what the Two-Player Mode of Virtua Racing looks
like. As you can see below, the screen is split (much
like Mario Kart on the Super NES) and each individual can change the perspective to his personal preference. Because of the DSP chip, this cart moves
at lightning speed. The best Genesis racer I've.

IIAJI_ _-

~

players can now
choose the
perspective of their
choice! It's the
ultimate in

Virtua Racing set the r-==:;-;;--:3I!.....::::::.;i
standard by which ~.;;..II~~~
all Genesis racing
games should be r- c::._ _
based. It's totally r--~
awesome when

Cagey Capers
Genesis / TecMaiik
Lively cartoon action heats up
on your Genesis with Cagey
Capers .ryou control Sylvester, the
famous ravenous cat, and your
mission is to capture and eat the
Tweety bjrd . To catch him , you 'll
find all sorts of items to help youfrom bones to distract dogs to
lamp shades to disguise yourself.
Anyone who liked the Warner
Bros. cartoons will love this cart.
From the animation to the music,
this cart is a blast!

Being a cat isn't easy. Even robotic
dogs will chase you down.

Up on the docks, our target sits
taunting you. Can you catch him?

-""!I!".'!!~

Like in the cartoons, the dog will
pound you into the earth. Youch!

Will Sylvester finally get to eat a
nice succulent Tweety bird?

Goofy's Hysterical History Tour

Zool

Genesis / Absolute

Genesis / GameTek

Goofy has made it to the Genesis, with all of his
wacky antics intact. Absolute brings us Goofy's
Hysterical History Tour. You control our favorite
dopey dog through a world of cute Disney-like enemies. Collect comical weapons and power-ups to
reach the end . He even has an extending arm!
Goofy's Hysterical History Tour will bring back
memories of the classic Disney toons.

Zoo I is an alien ninja who hascrash-Ianded on a
world he knows nothing about. Now he must gather
the parts of his ship, while doing his best to avoid
the enemies out to end his little life.
GameTek has made this game faster than Sonic
the Hedgehog. Plus Zool has a few cool abilities,
like climbing and shooting . If you are looking for an
action game, Zool makes a unique choice .

Dune CD
Sega CD / Virgin
On a barren world called Arrakis,
a struggle is about to be fought.
You are Paul Attredies, the son of
Duke Ledo. Your family house has
been sent to the planet Arrakis to
mine Melange , also known as
Spice. Spice is precious, as it
allows many things from space
travel to prolonged life.
Dune CD is an RPG of sorts,
and it has you trying to accomplish
a number of tasks that range from
recruiting Fremen to battl ing your
rivals-the evil Harkonnens.
Using the CD capab ilities, all the
characters in the game will talk
with real voice , and special
ornithopter scenes will
cinematically scroll by.
If you liked the movie , or the
books on Dune, you 're bound to
enjoy this fascinating CD.

els to choose from: Easy,
Normal and Hard. You
can also configure the
buttons to your liking.
There are also sound

Castlevania started on
the NES , then went to
the Super NES and PCEngine, now it comes to
the Sega Genesis! This
one still concerns the
Belmont family and a
new warrior named Eric
Lecarde . You still use a
whip for a weapon.

Approximately 800 years
ago , an early 15th century vampire named El izabeth Bartley took the
blood of over 800 girls
and was executed as a
female vampire . Now, a
witch has revived her and
is trying to revive her
uncle, the great Count
Dracula! You can playas
one of two characters .

NBA Jam offers optional
record keeping so you
can see how good you
do. You can also playa
one through four-player
game, if you have the
I
r!

This game springs from
the ever popular sport of
basketball. Even more
than that, it comes from
everyone's favorite part
of basketball-the dunks!
In this game, everyone
can slam the bal l and

This guy got run over by
the other player! Ouch!
Right from the arcade
comes a game cal led
NBA Jam . The cart has
lost none of its fun from
the arcade. This is a twoon-two slam dunking fest!
You can play with up to
four players and with 27
NBA teams! Awesome
dunks and killer moves

Did you play good enough?
Check the score!

Sometimes you have to
take a long shot.

OPTIONS AND TIPS!
You can customize your game at the beginning with the Option Menu!
In this
menu
change
things like
your button configuration!
NBA and NBA Team trademarks used herein are used under license from NBA Properties , Inc. All rights reserved. NBA JAM Sessions trademarked
and owned by NBA Properties, Inc.

Between
periods
you will
receive
helpful
coach ing
tips.

ST!
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Jurassic Park CD only
provides the players with
the option to configure
the arrangements of the
buttons. Too bad there

The blockbuster summer
movie has spawned the
most incredible video
game on the Sega CD ,
featuring tons of special
effects and realistic
dinosaur sounds. It also
can be used as an educational tool for children
about the dinosaurs.

You've crashed onto Isla
Nublar, a tropical island
near the gates of
Jurassic Park. Up until
today , this lone island
was a lush dinosaur preserve. But a violent storm
ravaged the park and
freed the dinosaurs. Now
you must salvage their
eggs and get them and
yourself off the island.

..

Health Power-upIy more plentiful thlrlW
icons. The health
restore about a fourth
Cop's waning life. Try to pick these
up on a "need to" basis!

fortunate to find
need it, this little beauty could
easily save RoboCop's life!
Keep your eyes open and get
these whenever possible.

Temporary Invincibility- Here's a
little item that you will definitely
love! After taking this item, you
will be invulnerable to any and all
enemy bullets. When you get this,
try your best to capitalize on it.

au

The options include a difficulty level selector,
music and sound effects
on/off and credits display.
Essentially, these are the
only player-definable
available.

Robocop vs . The Terminator shares a lot with its
cousin on the Genesis. In
fact, the two are nearly
identical! The only difference between the two is
in the graphics department. The Super NES
version , however, is very
different from these two.

After their success with
RoboCop, OCP uses
new technology to build
Skynet. After Skynet
becomes self-aware, it
sends Terminators back
in time and pits ED-209
against RoboCop. Defeating ED-209, RoboCop is brought online in
the future and must battle
his way to Skynet CPU .

TIM,..,.

RoboCop 1-Up- Get this iCOO>8ftd
it will give you another life. Look
for this and grab It at costsl
Be advised, however, that they
are not easy to find. Shoot some
windows and you may get luckyl

THE VAPUCUS WEAF»CNS

RoboCop has an impressive arsenal of high-tech weapons. You
begin the game with RoboCop's standard issue handgun. The
laser gun is an excellent weapon, but shoots a
very thin beam. The plasma gun is a great weapon
to have and it can fire quickly. The bazooka shoots
a type of rocket projectile at RoboCop's enemies.
This is a highly potent weapon which works well
on any Boss you may encounter!

AoboCop ™ & C 1992 Orion Pictures Corporalion . All Rights Reserved .
Terminalor C 199 1 Caroleo Pictures tnc. (USA & Canada) Carolco International.

•

~

Whoa! Was that what I thought it was?! Yup, you got it.
Whenever you shoot an enemy, they explode into
bloody goo all over the place! It should be interesting to
see what kind of rating Sega will give RoboCop vs. The
Terminator. I guess with all of the noise about video
game violence that we've been hearing on the news,
this should be a real media event! Be careful because
this could rot your mind ... NOT!!

RoboCop goes hand over
hand to cross certain areas.
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This game is full of
options. You can change
the music, turn off the
talking , watch the computer play itself or even
turn up a bass boost if
have a stereo TV.

This game is a variation
of basketball. I say a variation because it is a rarity
that you see a one-onone that has so many
options. There are many
different types of one-onone games you can play.
It gives boring basketball
games new life.

The object of this game
is to beat all of your
opponents in all of the
different types of one-onone basketball games.
Once you finish the
games, you get to play
against Judge. He is the
best character in the
game. His speed and
shooting abilities conquer
all. Beat him and win!

Get 12 issues of EGM plus Q-Letter for the special reduced price of $24.95!
Send payment to: EGM, P.O. Box 7524, Red Oak, IA 51591-0524

Name _____________________________
Address ________________________
City _________________________
State _________ ZIP _ _ _ _ _ __
____ Payment Enclosed
Bill Me
Credit Card Orders:
VISA
MC
Card No. ___________________________
Exp.Date __________________________
Signature
For Faster Service, Call Toll-Free:

.. -800-•••-288.

This game is full of different options. There is a
password feature , Tournament Mode, ability to
change the controls and
an option to turn the
sound on or off.

This game is almost an
exact replication of Road
Rash . It improves on a lot
of things . With the growing popularity of rollerblades , EA grabbed the
chance to capitalize on
this growing fad. Road
Rash fans wi ll enjoy the
new twist.

The object of this game
is to skitch through
major cities without
developing a severe case
of road rash. You want to
do a lot tricks and go
thro ugh the co urses as
fast as possible in order
to get as much money as
you can . The more
money you have, the
can b

This is the shop where you'll
buy your equipment.
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There are several choices under the Options
Menu . You can alter the
controller config , go
through a Sound Test
Mode and select the
of the

Based on the original
Turrican game that was
brought out for the Amiga
and later became a cart,
this sequel also
appeared first on the
Amiga. The game is a
great port from the computer version and makes
uel.
for a

in the game will keep you
playing over and over.
- Mike Weigand

After eons of peace,
mankind is again
attacked by the evil
machines. Bren
McGuire, the fearless
leader of the USS Freedom Forces slips on his
turrican suit and prepares
to fight the evil hordes.

Control takes a bit
of getting used to
with the Grappling
Hook but other-

I've always liked this
game from the first time I
played it on the Amiga.
The graphics are great
and
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aren't that impressive,
but they are still good
enough to support the
intense action.

sound on or off or j ust
mess around with them.
You can also have the
radar on or off during the
scenarios. Plus, you can

HARvESTER
Seatches for
Ind collects
tpIce 110 transfer to base.

First came Dune for the
CPU , then Dune II.
Based on Dune II-ttie

QUAD
Stowerthan
the trike, but
has more
power.
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TANK
Launches
tWo deacty
missiles.
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SIEGE TANK

, More power
and less
apeed than a
combat tank.
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As the leader of your
house, you must conquer
the other houses by collecting spice to construct
bu ildings and vehicles of
destruction. Advisers
called Mentats will advise
you on what to do to
improve your battles.

Incredible sound
effects bring out
explosions and
death screams
during the battles
on the field .

WALLS I TURRETS

Construct walll for
defense. As for turrets,
these add more
protection by IhootIng
rockets or devastating

cannons.

VEHICLE FACT

Upgrade and build
your vehicles at this
factory.

REFINERY
HarvetfIn bring 1M
spice hire to COIIVII't
It to crecIItI.

Watch out
for the Sand
Worm. Move
your units

Kaip
shooting It
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away.

them away.
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rile 5ella Genesis/5ella eD/Master 5vstem/Game Gear Resouree
The Review Crew's
pick of the issue!

Uirsin·s
Son of Chuck
for
Sesa CD

PISATURINt::

GOOFY·S HYSTERICAL HISTORY TOUR (GenesisJ.
NBA JAM (Game Gear J. (GenesisJ.
GROUND ZERO. TEXAS (Sesa CDJ and
SON Of CHUCK (Sesa CDJ
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I didn't really care for this
one. The control
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which was pretty funny. I
don't care for it.

definitely th ere. It has a lot
of detail to it, too.
For Game Gear, this is one
of the best

;nabortable introj],e
t~Ds

d
intriguing. Definitely one of
the better
a CD titles.

Zoom into Action with SEGA' Genesis"! Grab your lightning shield and
roll into action ... Swing from vine-to-vine. dodge the deadly traps and launch a slew
of souped-up spin-attacks through mega-sized zones filled with hidden rooms and
secret passageways! Count on trusty Tails" to airlift you out of danger. and record
your progress using the new Game Save Feature. Experience the ultimate in ultrasonic power on a ring-grabbing. super-Sonic ride that will keep you spinning!

